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PaintChecker Cube

Miniaturization to the square. Fits in every line
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PaintChecker Tube

So light that it can be mounted on any robot arm.
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PaintChecker Pen

A mobile, miniature master, ideal for delicate small parts.
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Meet Our Experts

From choosing the right system to calibration, we'll answer all your questions.
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PaintChecker Gun

The lightweight sensor reaches even tightest places.
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PaintChecker Angle

The industrial sensor that can measure around corners.
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PaintChecker Cube

Our miniature sensor is the top choice for rough coatings.
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PaintChecker Tube-HP

The tiny HP high-power sensor with extra "oomph".
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PaintChecker Lab

Ideal for continuous operation in the lab.
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Our Reference Standards

The highest degree of accuracy and traceability of a measurement.
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Maximum miniaturisation in coating thickness measurement

OptiSense is the world's leading provider of photothermal measuring systems for coating thicknesses on a wide variety of substrates. Our innovative PaintChecker solutions include industrial test systems, mobile measuring devices and numerous related services.

Since the PaintChecker sensors are developed and manufactured in-house – made in Germany –, we can also offer you tailor-made solutions for the most unusual applications.
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All good things ...


come in threes. Our OptiSense portfolio proves that the best things usually come in threes. Whether industrial test systems, mobile measurement devices or services, our solutions are guaranteed to get to grips with any measurement task, no matter how demanding.
















	 	
Industrial test systems

Automated coating thickness testing in industrial systems – contactless, fast and very precise











	 	
Mobile measuring devices

Contactless coating thickness testing with our mobile systems – lightweight, network-independent and eye-safe











	 	
Services

Professional 360˚-service throughout the entire life cycle – flexible, cost-saving and resource-efficient





















Coating thickness measurement for the Easter bunny: Paint on lime

30.03.2024  
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We recently received a particularly tricky inquiry about coating thickness measurement from Eggtown: Can we measure paint on lime on curved surfaces? - Our answer: Of course!

With the PaintChecker Mobile, everybody can now check whether the paint application on all Easter eggs is correct (see photos). With this in mind, Happy Easter!
      






BESSER LACKIEREN online presentation on Wed, March 13 at 12:40 p.m.

11.03.2024  
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Coating requirements are constantly increasing, and so are the needs for end-to-end process control. Nico Janssen, Development Manager at OptiSense, will talk about automated production quality assurance in the line and how it helps to optimize quality, reduce costs and save resources.

Real-life examples of non-contact testing in the automotive industry and battery production show ways to make production more efficient and meet growing quality requirements

The forum presentation will start in the Schaufenster der Innovationen of the professional journal BESSER LACKIEREN on Wednesday, March 13 at 12:40 pm.

link
      






An entirely successful conference with battery industry innovation topics

03.03.2024  
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Every year, WEKA Fachmedien invites you to Battery&Power World in Munich. In 2024, more than 200 congress participants will once again discuss key topics in battery production and application with international experts. This year, the main focus was on the challenges posed by the required efficiency and environmentally friendly production of battery systems.

Speaker Dr. Fabian Gaussmann, Strategic Product Designer at OptiSense, summarized his impressions of the symposium, which ended on Thursday: "The compact expert presentations and workshops as well as the accompanying exhibition presented current trends and technical innovations and left plenty of time for networking. - For an optimum system, all components must work precisely together. For the technical experts, this means addressing the issue of battery safety, and for battery manufacturers, it means dealing with coating thickness measurements."
      






Well attended: Wagner Symposium in Warsaw

29.02.2024  
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Around 600 visitors came to Warsaw (Pl) last week for the Wagner Symposium at the Hilton Congress Hotel.

The agenda focused on information about innovative application techniques, optimized paint coating and measuring and testing technology. Sustainability, energy efficiency and the CO2 footprint played an even more important role in many presentations than in previous years. Several case studies and panel presentations provided an insight into the capabilities of current plant technology. The presentation by Piotr Szulc, the Polish OptiSense distributor, showed interesting ways of optimizing processes and reducing the costs in modern coating jobs.

With around 70 exhibitors, the industry show was also well booked and was a highly popular point of contact for visitors, not just during the breaks.
      






18th Wagner Symposium in Warsaw

18.02.2024  
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The Wagner Symposium in Warsaw (Pl), taking place from February 21-23, has become the largest coating industry event in Europe. Visitors can expect an interesting range of presentations from leading experts in the industry. At the same time, there will be an exhibition area showing solutions, products and innovations relating to components, coatings and equipment for the coating industry.

The objective of the event is to present practical knowledge and exchange experience of the painting process. And of course OptiSense will also be there. By the way: over 200 companies and 600 visitors took part in the last event.

link
      






Battery & Power World 2024 in Munich

18.02.2024  
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On February 27 and 28, 2024, Battery&Power World will take place as a professional conference for battery technology at the Science Congress Center Munich (SCCM). OptiSense will be there with the presentation Automated Quality Assurance in Inline Battery Production.

The OptiSense presentation on Wednesday, 28.02.2024 at 16:15 h will show practical examples of numerous solutions for automated inline integration of non-contact coating thickness testing in order to optimize all process steps in the line, make battery production more efficient and meet the growing quality requirements.

Experts in electromobility (electric land, sea and air vehicles) and renewable energies/smart grid as well as industrial and medical technology will meet at Battery&Power World.

link
      






2024 will be an innovative year

01.01.2024  
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The first day of the new year - we look forward to many exciting topics and, in particular, innovative OptiSense solutions in 2024! By the way: Come and visit us at Battery & Power World in Munich in February. Dr. Fabian Gaußmann, a member of our team, will update you on "Battery production - automated quality assurance along the entire line". We will also be happy to provide you with all information in electronic form as a reference.

In any case: 2024 is here and we wish you great success!

link
      






Making savings potential measurable and fully exploiting it

29.11.2023  
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The presentation on resource efficiency in coating by OptiSense Sales Manager Jörg Mülleneisen was a great success at JOT Lackier- und Pulvertreff. After all, testing and measurement technology can be a key lever in the surface industry for making potential savings measurable and fully exploiting them. Anyone who did not have the opportunity to attend live can now request a presentation under the keyword "Resource efficiency":

link
      






OptiSense presents latest solutions in Jakarta

29.11.2023  
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Manufactoring Indonesia is taking place for the 32nd time this year. The leading trade fair will take place from December 6 to 9, 2023 in Jakarta, International Expo Kemayoran. Industry leaders and key players in the global manufacturing industry will showcase their latest products and services.

OptiSense will showcase the state of the art in sensor technology and measurement systems as well as the latest developments and results in measurement science. Visit us in Hall A | Booth 1203.

link
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